claim his bride, sets out with two friends (Florian and Cyril), disguised as women, to infiltrate the university. The tale is told in the Prince's voice; and there is an unnamed narrator (one of the college friends) in the frame narrative who serves as his opposite number there. When the three men are discovered at the university, war breaks out (between armies led by Ida's brother and the Prince's father); the Princess's side wins, but the women's university, at the close of the tale, has become a hospital for the warwounded men. From his sickbed, the Prince encourages the Princess to accept his hand (literally and matrimonially), the story ends, and we return to the frame narrative, where the frame characters make some brief responses to the tale before everyone goes home.
The setting for the telling of the fairy tale -Vivian-place, Sir Walter senior's estate -is one in which, on a sunny afternoon, 'The broad ambrosial aisles of lofty limes | Made noise with bees and breeze from end to end' (Prologue, . That little mimetic touch -'bees and breeze' -might alert the reader to the poem she holds in her hand, and encourage her to notice that it too makes 'noise with bees … from end to end'. That is so in a literal way when the 'murmuring of innumerable bees' is heard in the last line of the lyric 'Come down, O maid', read by the Princess towards the end of the final narrative part; in other words, Tennyson's poem includes the sound of bees near its beginning and near its end. It is also true because allusions to bees occur repeatedly in the poem -perhaps, in part, because the characters in both these narratives are all creatures of the imagination, and the creatures of the imagination have long been figured as bees in ancient culture and European folklore. 2 Figuratively speaking, the characters in the narrative part of The Princess are bees in the bonnets of the seven young men who tell the story; young men whose minds are buzzing with ideas.
Lilia is the young woman who prompts the fairy tale. Taking inspiration from a legend in one of Sir Walter's books, she expresses her wish that women had access to university education, and the young men respond by imagining 'sweet girl-graduates in their golden hair'. 'I fear', says one, 'If there were many Lilia's in the brood, | However deep you might embower the nest, | Some boy would spy it ' (142-8) . 'Brood' here refers primarily to birds. But, since a 'brood' may describe any young born of eggs (and can refer exclusively to bees), it also begins the connection of 'girl-graduates' with bees that the poem soon continues. 3 The birds and the bees unsettle this poem about the separation and education of the sexes. There is an image of violation here (the boy spying the nest only, we presume, to steal from it).
And Lilia, whose name suggests the lily, becomes the flower for seven young poetical bees who take inspiration from her to make their story. 4 The seven young men will need a good degree of eloquence to tell this tale 'from mouth to mouth' (189) in response to Lilia, 'the pouted blossom of [whose] lips ' (195) retains a relation to the story as one of its sources, but not one of its makers. 5 Given the nature of this story, it might be especially important to understand the literary allusions it contains, since those allusions represent the very division between the sexes that informs the tale: the division of unequal access to education. What the young men can hear in the background of their story may not be what Lilia or the other women present can hear.
Bees (as was at last widely accepted in the nineteenth century) are largely female communities, like Princess Ida's infiltrated university. 6 And, in the story, Ida is more than once likened to a bee. Before Ida left to found her university, her father's court had 'buzzed' with talk of sexual equality (I. 132). Young women, she tells the disguised men when they arrive, 'press in from all the provinces, | And fill the hive . The university is a hive and Ida rules over it. For her, the Prince says later, the female students 'hand ambrosia, mix | The nectar' (III. 97-8) of learning. The women of Ida's university produce their own blend of knowledge, just as the young men of the frame narrative, in a different way, produce theirs. As I explain later, this is partly a poem about the way readers can become writers, writers become readers: the young men, having been educated in past 4 The narrative includes allusions to rape that form a sinister background to the tale; the passing, lightly punning reference, for instance, to 'The leader wildswan in among the stars' in one of the Prince's speeches to Ida (IV. 414); the lines of 'Now sleeps the crimson petal': 'Now lies the Earth all Danaë to the stars, | And all thy heart lies open unto me . 5 A number of classical authors (including Sappho, Erinna, Pindar, Menander, Virgil, and Lucan) 6 The sex of honey-bees remained a contentious issue for centuries. That nature should have created a community of admirable creatures with a queen, an exclusively female population of workers, and a group of males required only for their reproductive function seemed to many (male) authors a possibility not to be contemplated. There is a good summary of the contemporary research under 'Bee' in The Encyclopaedia Britannica of 1842. See also Frederick R. Prete, 'Can Females Rule the Hive? The Controversy over Honey Bee Gender Roles in British Beekeeping Texts of the Sixteenth-Eighteenth Centuries', Journal of the History of Biology, 24/1 (1991) pp. 113-44. narratives, seek to replicate them; the 'Poet-princess' (III. 256) within the story, is reduced from her creative poet status to being a reader of others' words -myths create histories. The bee as a figure for the reader has in literature long described the reproductive relation between reading and writing: the reader and bee, collecting material from diverse sources (books, flowers), blend that material into sweet new products (new ideas or texts, honey), products composed of a combination of those external elements as well as of the reader-bee's own additions.
7 This is one aspect of the ambivalent status of the bees in this poem: they are chiefly figures for the women at the university and for Ida herself, and as such are figures for creativity and dissent; but they also figure traditions, literary and social, and Tennyson the poet may wish to claim any of these for himself.
Tennyson's poetry communicates much through its patterning of sound (as in 'bees and breeze', 'murmuring of innumerable'), but it can sometimes seem to communicate above all what Angela Leighton, writing of 'Tennyson's hum', calls 'that sense of aural distraction which draws him forever back into the drowning vortices of sound-words': a 'finest verbalism' (as Walt Whitman called it) that drowns out its ostensible subject.
8 But Tennyson's hums and murmurs are also figures for the multiplicity of other voices or voicings, and in The Princess they have acutely this connection with their subject, since the bees that inhabit the allusive texture of the poem have links with classical and biblical bee-figures (other literary voices) and with women (other social voices, so far as the poem's male speakers are concerned). Writing of Echo as a metaphorical figure of both hearing and alluding in literature, John Hollander suggests that 'Echo is voice's self ' -a figure bespeaking the nature of literary speaking.
9 The bee's hum, or murmur, for Tennyson's poem, might be called voice's other -a figure for the intertextual and allusive bearing of his work (the hum of other literary voices in the background), for the approbation or disapproval of readers (social and literarycritical voices beyond the poem), and also for that which the poem cannot, or at least does not, clearly articulate (a hum of alternative ideas, niggling recognitions, fantasies of conquest, and stings of conscience). Tennyson's hum or murmur is a creative reminder, if you like -befitting the concern of the poem's nineteenth-century moment with increasing democracy, and in touch with Tennyson's own anxieties about critical judgement -that there are lots of voices in the world; voices that, in their multiplicity, cannot all be heard clearly at once. To hum is 'to give forth an indistinct sound by the blending of many voices', and also 'to make a low inarticulate vocal sound', especially with an implication of judgement: 'in expression of dissent or dissatisfaction, or of approbation or applause ' (OED, v.) . In the bee, Tennyson found a rich literary figure, both ancient and modern, as this essay explains. And he also found a quiet way to figure the poly-vocal, even extra-linguistic, nature of judgement.
The Princess is subtitled 'A Medley', and a medley may be, specifically, 'a mixing or mingling of people in combat' (like the later 'mêlée'), a 'literary miscellany', and also, more generally, 'A combination, mixture' (OED, n. and adj.): Tennyson's poem entails each of these. As a literary product it is explicitly mixed. The story is told by seven young men and then stylistically blended by one of them, chosen by them as narrator; it represents a mixture of their learning, attitudes, and emphases. The poem is part contemporary story, part fairy tale, part mock-epic, part modern reflection on pastoral singing. Literary allusions made under such circumstances might be expected to be multiple, various, inconsistent, and so especially tricky to identify or work with. And that is another part of the difficulty of this poem, a quality that, Christopher Ricks notes, 'goes to much that is deepest in Tennyson. … What is wrong with The Princess stems from its innumerable evasions' -an implicit linking of Tennyson's bees and allusive practice that bears further scrutiny. 10 We might, for the purpose of reading this poem, relate evasions to allusions for precisely the reason mentioned above: that the allusions made by the tellers of the tale may function as a kind of evasion of audience recognition. Tennyson's allusions to bees in The Princess could enrich our own responses to both the nature of the poem's evasions and its unhappy sexual politics.
Here are some further connections between Ida and bees. The Princess's two friends, leading tutors at the university, are Lady Psyche and Lady Blanche. Lady Psyche hails originally from the Northern territory, the kingdom and birthplace of the Prince. She has a baby daughter called Aglaïa. Lady Blanche, by contrast, comes from the Southern territory (the Princess's homeland) and has a daughter called Melissa. Melissa is first described to the reader like this; Psyche and the young men turn to see
The Lady Blanche's daughter where she stood, Melissa, with her hand upon the lock, A rosy blonde, and in a college gown, That clad her like an April dafodilly 10 Christopher Ricks, Tennyson (Berkeley, Calif. 1972 , 1989 , pp. 180-1.
(Her mother's colour) with her lips apart, And all her thoughts as fair within her eyes, As bottom agates seen to wave and float In crystal currents of clear morning seas.
(II. 300-7)
Melissa has overheard Psyche's discovery of the men (among them Psyche's own brother, Florian), but promises that she will not reveal the men's identities (which revelation would, by university law, result in their being put to death). Lady Psyche, native of the masculine Northern realm and sister of one of the imperilled men, might be expected to protect the Prince and his friends under these circumstances. But Melissa is that native of the feminine Southern realm who protects the Prince and his companions. Why? Melissa is a 'rosy blonde' and wears the yellow gown of her mother's school -colours that associate her with honey as, in turn, her name means 'honey-bee' (from the Greek for honey, meli) and associates her with the ancient Melissae, priestesses of Rhea (or the Mother-goddess) and protectors of Rhea's son, Zeus.
There are different versions of the story of the infant Zeus in which Melissa figures. Diodorus Siculus relates that, to protect Zeus from Cronos, Rhea 'concealed him in [Mount] Idê' where 'Nymphs nurtured the child on a mixture of milk and honey and gave him upbringing at the udder of a goat which was named Amaltheia'. Zeus, as a 'memorial of his close association with the bees', changed their colour to golden and made them insensible to the harsh weather conditions of the mountain.
11 Ida, the cold and lofty Princess of Tennyson's story, surrounded by her bee-maidens in her hive-university, seems to be associated with the cold and lofty Mount Ida, where Zeus was nurtured. In a version told by Didymus, Zeus is fed milk and honey by the daughters of king Melisseus ('bee man'), Amalthea and Melissa; and the early Christian author, Lactantius, attempting to rationalise this myth, suggests that it is 'From this [that] the poetic story that the bees had flown to [Zeus] and filled the child's mouth with honey took its origin. Melissa was appointed by her father as the first priestess of the Great Mother, which is why those in charge of the Great Mother cult are still called Melissas'.
12 As Tennyson's Princess observes when she hears the Prince is wounded, 'His mother lives ' (V. 398) , and it appears to be partly for his mother's sake (a mother otherwise entirely absent from the story) that she will not finally harm him. In yet another account of the myth (that of Tennyson wrote that the figure of the child was a key to this poem; and it may be the infant Zeus is one such figure. The poem's children represent kinds of past and future: there are those in the intercalated songs; there is Aglaïa; and there is Ida's reported view that women need to rid themselves of the childlike status forced on them socially (I. 135-7). The poem's children, that is, invite us to think about both the facts and myths of origin.
Tennyson's Princess Ida is (like the Ida of myth) connected to figures associated with both honey and milk: respectively, Melissa, and her mother, Blanche. Lady Blanche (of whom Ricks observes that she is 'demeaned to a scapegoat') has a name that suggests whiteness, and she is linked with milk by Tennyson when she appeals to Ida to listen to her counsel, since Psyche has betrayed Ida. 15 Ida has discovered that the Prince and his companions disguised themselves and gained access to the university ('Wasps in our good hive' (IV. 514)); she knows that Psyche and Melissa protected the men. In the great hall, before Ida, Melissa kneels weeping. Psyche has left and Ida has kept Psyche's baby, Aglaïa, who lies beside Melissa. Blanche, described as 'an affluent orator' (IV. 272), tells Ida that she has been too ready to trust Psyche, when once she had paid more heed to Blanche: There is a pun a few lines later, when Blanche incites Ida to continue her work for women's rights, 'In which I might your fellow-worker be' (IV. 289). The reference to Ida living upon Blanche's lips for a moment identifies not only Ida's earlier dependence, but her status under those conditions as herself a nearer equivalent of Zeus; a figure whose own mother is absent and who is nurtured by a surrogate on a mountainside (here, figuratively, Parnassus, site of the Castalian spring, sacred to the Muses). In a move that appears to be fatal to both her wellbeing and eloquence, though, Ida dismisses Blanche and Melissa (IV. 340-3). In this respect, more than one element of the ancient associations of bees seems to be present: on the one hand, the Melissae; on the other, the cultural connection of bees with eloquence. 17 From this point, Ida's speech, once powerful and fluent (III. 229-54, V. 201) starts to fail her (IV. 376); the Prince's voice, once faltering and uncertain (III. 190, 255 ) becomes more confident (IV. 397-448). When, as part of the pre-battle negotiations, Ida sends a written message to the Prince's camp, the Prince describes it as written in a royal hand, But shaken here and there, and rolling words Oration-like. I kissed and read it.
(V. 361-3)
The Prince puts Ida's eloquence (as represented in its written, not spoken, form) to his lips before he properly puts it to his eyes to read it. And with this touching of the lips, the gradual transfer of eloquence, from the poetprincess (and bee) to the Prince, seems to continue.
I shall return to the question of eloquence shortly, because it relates to both the role bees have in this poem and the way critics have attended to the characters' speeches, especially in the final section of the fairy tale. First, though, there is another story that links the community of a powerful woman to a hive and that shares some features with Tennyson's story of Princess Ida: the story of Dido in The Aeneid.
18 It, too, like the myth of Zeus and the Melissae, is not only a story of the forms of male and female power but also seems to sound a warning note for Tennyson's Ida. (Dido, deceived 17 See n. 5 above. 18 On the evidence of Georgics, it has been argued that Virgil believed worker bees were male and their ruler a king bee. If this is so, Dido's position as Queen-bee in Carthage would represent an inversion of the natural order. Alternatively, Book I of The Aeneid may be taken as counter-evidence to those arguments based on Georgics. See John Penwill, 'Two Essays on Virgil: Intertextual Issues in Aeneid 6 and Georgics 4' (Bendigo, Victoria, Department of Humanities, La Trobe University, 1995).
into love and then abandoned, ends up on a funeral pyre.) When Aeneas approaches Carthage in Book I, he admires the great industry that has produced it, and the reader hears of the workers that Even as bees in early summer, amid flowery fields, ply their task in sunshine, when they lead forth the full-grown young of their race, or pack the fluid honey and strain their cells to bursting with sweet nectar, or receive the burdens of incomers, or in martial array drive from their folds the drones, a lazy herd; all aglow is the work and the fragrant honey is sweet with thyme.
19
Of Dido, 'the Queen' (I. 496) of this community, we read that 'moved she joyously through their midst, pressing on the work of her rising kingdom' (I. 503-4). The description of Carthage has an intertextual, rather than a clearly allusive, relation to Tennyson's poem. But it has itself an allusive aspect, since it is a self-borrowing of Virgil's that adapts and repeats lines from Georgics (4. 162-9) (where the bees stand for human society); and Virgil, in Georgics, was already following in the literary footsteps of Homer and of Hesiod.
20 I can only sketch the similarities here, and that is possibly all the resemblance they bear; but the young men's story of Ida appears to contain traces of Book I of The Aeneid, blended into something new. The leading female figure, in both stories, rules over a community that is likened to a hive. In The Aeneid, there is a child who softens the Queen's heart and makes her fall in love with the Prince: as Dido feasts Aeneas and his men, she embraces a child she thinks is Ascanius, Aeneas's son. But Venus (mother of both Aeneas and Cupid) has sent Cupid, disguised as Ascanius, to 'poison' (I. 688) Dido with desire. (Venus does this to help protect Aeneas against feared hostility from Dido and the Tyrians.) In The Princess, the child Aglaïa has a less direct involvement in the development of the Princess's feelings, but was associated by at least one nineteenth-century reader with what he considered the inevitability of Ida's maternal responsiveness. 21 Aglaïa, albeit she is female and the child of Psyche, is a literary relative in this poem of Cupid in The Aeneid. And the bright future she may representAglaïa means 'bright' -could likewise be something deceptive. 22 Cupid (whose sweet and stinging gift of love has long associations with bees in Western art) is also present in the poem as the emblem on the wax seal on the scroll There is also the motif of purple and gold. Purple is the colour of the Tyrian robes Dido wears and that she gives to Aeneas. Dido appears dressed in purple and adorned with gold: 'golden is the buckle to clasp her purple cloak' (IV. 139), and when Hermes approaches Aeneas, he sees that 'a cloak hung from his shoulders ablaze with Tyrian purple -a gift that wealthy Dido had wrought, interweaving the web with thread of gold' (IV. 262-4). And purple and gold -or lilac and yellow -are the respective colours of the gowns worn by Psyche and Blanche and their students in The Princess. When the young men arrive at the university, and enrol as students of Psyche, they are given gowns to wear 'in hue | The lilac … zoned with gold' (II. 2-4). The background resonance of ancient associations in this poem evades distinct allusion; there is instead, like a hum or murmur, a kind of communicative infinitude about Tennyson's classical sources that is not limited to simple articulation. The poem has an intertextual hum that speaks to, or of, the indistinct but powerful means by which ideas and ideologies are replicated.
Singing is clearer than humming. And Tennyson's invocations of female bee figures get clearer too. When the Princess's army wins the battle in section VI, the reader hears that high upon the palace Ida stood With Psyche's babe in arm: there on the roofs Like that great dame of Lapidoth she sang.
(VI. 14-16)
That 'great dame of Lapidoth' is Deborah, the prophetess described in Judges 4: 4 as 'she that judged Israel' (she that determined or foretold its divine reward or punishment). 23 And 'Deborah', in Hebrew, means 'bee'.
24
In the Bible, Deborah foresees the defeat of Sisera (captain of the Canaanite army of King Jabin of Hazor) by Jael (wife of Heber the Kenite). 25 As told in Judges 4-5, Deborah persuades Barak (of Kedesh-naphtali) to set an Israelite the Prince sends to the Princess on his (disguised) arrival at the university (I. 237-8); and he is presumably to be associated with the figure of Love at VII. 69-71. 23 The Bible, Authorized King James Version, introduction and notes Robert Carroll and Stephen Prickett (Oxford 1997) . Further references to the Bible are to this edition. 24 Alfred Jones, The Proper Names of the Old Testament Scriptures, Expounded and Illustrated (London [1855?]), gives under the entry for 'Deborah': '"Bee," "eloquent" … to speak, and applicable to the bee … from the idea of its humming, as if of eloquence'. 25 During the battle in section V, the Prince sees Ida watching from her palace: 'statuelike, | Between a cymballed Miriam and a Jael' (V. 499-500).
army against Sisera; she foresees the victory of Israel, but also tells Barak that 'the journey thou takest shall not be for thine honour' (4: 9), since the final destruction of Sisera will be achieved by a woman, Jael. The song of Deborah (Judg. 5: 24-7) summarises Jael's role in the defeat of Sisera; Jael gives Sisera milk to drink, then, while he sleeps, kills him with a tent peg:
Blessed above women shall Jael the wife of Heber the Kenite be, blessed shall she be above women in the tent. He asked water, and she gave him milk; she brought forth butter in a lordly dish. She put her hand to the nail, and her right hand to the workman's hammer; and with the hammer she smote Sisera, she smote off his head, when she had pierced and stricken through his temples. At her feet he bowed, he fell, he lay down: at her feet he bowed, he fell: where he bowed, there he fell down dead.
Deborah, whom Tennyson directly links to Princess Ida, persuades Barak to fight a northern force in the northern area of Israel. Ida, situated in the Northern territory of her Southern kingdom, persuades Arac (her brother) to fight a Northern king (the Prince's father) against his attack on her independence. And, like the mythical stories of Mount Ida, Melissa, and Amalthea, this story also contains the symbolic presence of a bee-figure and a goat, honey and milk. For where Deborah means 'bee', Jael means 'ibex', a species of mountain goat. If the Princess is like Deborah, and Deborah accurately prophesies a future in which Sisera falls, perhaps the Prince's hope of marriage really is doomed to failure.
All these aspects of the poem -its allusive contact with other texts, its selfconscious and strange temporality, its emphasis on collective myth, but also on imagination and eloquence -might encourage the reader to think carefully about the cultural force of literary transmission. In connection with the final sections of the poem in particular, I think readers have not been ready enough to do that. So, before I consider more literary bees, I wish to listen to what remains of the eloquence of Ida, poet-princess and bee, at the end of the story. For, though it is true that the women in this poem are progressively silenced, Ida does continue to speak. And her voice may have been silenced as much by literary criticism as by the poem itself.
I have not found a critical response to The Princess that does not, in summarising the story, assume that the Princess and Prince get married. 26 Here 26 Whether the marriage is read as reinstating conservative Victorian values or as a liberal balancing of masculine and feminine forces, that there will be a marriage is a universal critical assumption, more cautious critics simply choosing not to address are some of the reasons I think we should be more wary. At the start of the fairy tale, the reader hears that since his childhood the Prince has had 'Sweet thoughts' of the Princess, that 'would swarm as bees about their queen' (I. 39). The Prince, in other words, has only a fantasy image of the Princess, and that is made apparent again near the end of the final part. In his final speeches to Ida, the Prince more than once addresses her as his 'Sweet dream' (VII. 134), and says 'If you be, what I think you, some sweet dream, | I would but ask you to fulfil yourself; | But if you be that Ida whom I knew, | I ask you nothing' (VII. 130-3). That is, he directly asks her not to be the woman he has known until this moment (the woman leading a university and defending her independence from marriage) and asks her instead to be 'perfect' (VII. 134) according to his own ideal. In a semiconscious condition that he describes as one of 'languor and self-pity', the Prince believes that from that languor leapt a cry; Leapt fiery Passion from the brinks of death; And I believed that in the living world My spirit closed with Ida's at the lips; Till back I fell, and from mine arms she rose Glowing all over noble shame; and all Her falser self slipt from her like a robe, And left her woman, lovelier in her mood Than in her mould that other, when she came From barren deeps to conquer all with love; And down the streaming crystal dropt; … … I sank and slept, Filled through and through with Love, and happy sleep. Here are the mental workings of a dreamy young man ('like one in trance', as we hear (VII. 136)), dreamt up by seven young men. The Prince's thoughts are heavily qualified by his sickness and semi-consciousness and explicitly merged with fantasy ('I believed', 'that other … | From the barren deeps'). His descriptions (of himself and of Ida) are consistent with his unconscious self-regard, but are also the poem's words and condemn him out of his own mouth (if, that is, readers are willing to remember the consistency of Ida's perspective in every preceding section of the story and less willing to trust a Prince in a semi-conscious, semi-delusional state). Tennyson glossed lines 147-8, in case it was not clear: 'Aphrodite passed before his brain, drowsy with weakness'. The Prince asks Ida to be his dream woman and not to be herself; he believes he then kisses her (or rather he 'believed', which is a little less secure than present tense); then he dreams of Aphrodite and feels happy; and he wakes to find Ida reading poetry aloud by his bedside (there is no grammatical distinction made between the 'she' referred to in the passage about Aphrodite and the lines that refer to Ida (VII. 155, 158)). When Ida speaks in section VII, she sounds as pained as she may be humble; hurt, still sceptical, depressed; we hear that 'sadness on the soul of Ida fell' (VII. 14). What she does say is brief, 'Her voice | Choked' (in subtly descriptive enjambment (VII. 230-1)), and the longest speeches she makes are not speeches of her own but take the form of the poems 'Now sleeps the crimson petal' and 'Come down, O maid, from yonder height'; words, that is, not her own, but through which we seem intended to interpret her. 27 Here is a summary of the four brief direct speeches Ida makes in section VII. The first does not give conclusive evidence of her repentance, and, when weighed along with her later words, sounds as bitter and frustrated as it might humble and penitent. She exclaims: 'Ah fool, and made myself a Queen of farce! | When comes another such? never, I think, | Till the Sun drop, dead, from the signs' (VII. 228-30). The Prince tries to persuade her that he supports her cause. But in doing so he repeatedly uses metaphors of good husbandry that might well sound off-putting to the woman we have heard speak in earlier sections of the poem (he says they will together 'clear away the parasitic 27 Eileen Tess Johnston, for instance, cites these readings as part of the process of the Princess's recognition of her errors: '"This were a medley": Tennyson's The Princess', ELH, 51/3 (1984) pp. 549-74: 553-4; as does Reynolds, The Realms of Verse, p. 236. forms' that disadvantage women, will 'leave her space to burgeon', and he looks to a future when men and women sit 'side by side … | Dispensing harvest, sowing the To-be' (VII. 253-6, 272-3)). Having offered her his picture of equality, he concludes: 'May these things be!', in response to which we hear of Ida that 'Sighing she spoke "I fear | They will not"', and, after another nine lines of princely egalitarian talk: 'again sighing she spoke: "A dream | That once was mine! what woman taught you this?"' (VII. 280-91). That woman, who taught him all about the ideals of womanhood, the Prince explains (VII. 292-312), was his mother; a woman 'Not learnèd' but 'dipt | In Angel instincts'. To which Ida replies, 'But I', 'so all unlikeIt seems you love to cheat yourself with words: This mother is your model. I have heard Of your strange doubts: they well might be: I seem A mockery to my own self. Never, Prince; You cannot love me. These are the last words Ida speaks. Critics consistently read these lines as simple evidence of penitence, to be paraphrased something like: 'But I have been (although I'm sorry for it now) so different from that beautiful ideal of womanhood you describe, Prince. No wonder if you doubt me; I have been denying my true nature. You cannot possibly love so unworthy a woman.' The Princess has changed her views and will change her ways. But there is another sense that, in spite of all the weight of nineteenth-century popular attitudes, and all the weight of twentieth-and twenty-first-century literary-critical ones, cannot be silenced; it could be paraphrased: 'But, Prince, since I am so unlike your ideal of womanhood, I'm afraid you're kidding yourself. I've heard you're given to delusions, and I really can't recognise myself in your description, which seems to me to make me an object of derision. I think you're incapable of loving the kind of person I really am.' The Princess, wiser about how to achieve her aims, perhaps even in love, recognises with sadness that the Prince cannot change his views of women (which, alas, she finds intolerable). Everything apart from these four short ambivalent speeches (which are themselves reported by the Prince) we hear explicitly filtered through the Prince's perspective -a Prince who, from his own mouth, in this dramatic Victorian poem, has repeatedly told us of his tendency to fantasise and his fragile grip on reality.
28 Is Ida going to accept the Prince's proposal of marriage when, twenty-seven lines later, he says 'Lay thy sweet hands in mine and trust to me'? The poem never tells us, for at that point we return to the frame narrative.
29
Whatever one understands of the historical and biographical context for this poem, and whatever one concludes about the significance of its form, one should, I think, be disappointed that literary critics responding to it consistently elide, presume on, or ignore the question of a woman's clear consent. The poem itself does not quite do that. Aside from the Princess's last speeches, in which alternative readings are available, the last sections of the poem call attention to consent in two significant ways. First, there are the descriptions of relations between Melissa and Florian, Psyche and Cyril. The union of Melissa and Florian is made to sound inevitable. They are described as like 'two dewdrops' that 'slip at once all-fragrant into one' (VII. 53-5), an image in which they literally accord, feel together (as the etymology of 'consent' implies). And in a poem so invested in the life of bees and mellifluousness, and in the complexity of relations between the sexes, their names make that apt (where 'Melissa' suggests the bee, 'Florian' suggests the flower). The union of Psyche and Cyril, though, progresses 'Less prosperously', until each comes to assume 'a half-consent | In stillness, plighted troth' (VII. 67-8) -where the phrase 'half-consent' calls out the hint of riskiness (the 'plight') in 'plighted troth'. The narrative next turns to the possible union of the Princess and Prince; and, since we do not hear the Princess's further response, fits it to a possible sequence with the ones before: from the full consent of Melissa and Florian, we move to the 'half-consent' of Psyche and Cyril, and then to, formally, literally, the absence of (or non) consent of the Princess. (We might note, too, that where Florian seems to be a receptive flower, the Prince describes himself as 'like a flower that cannot all unfold' before the Princess (VII. 126)).
The second way the poem encourages us to notice the issue of consent is with Walter's words in the Conclusion. The narrator records that 'when we ceased | There came a minute's pause, and Walter said, | "I wish she had not yielded!"' (3-5). It is an exclamation that performs several functions as a prompt to the reader. First, it might prompt us to accept unthinkingly Walter's perspective; the poem certainly pushes us (not only by virtue of 28 Among several references to the Prince's 'weird seizures' are clear descriptions at I. 5-18 and VI. 1-5. At V. 508-9, the Prince also draws our attention to the self-pleasing nature of his story, saying as he reports his bravery in battle, as though with a wink: 'Yea, let me make my dream | All that I would.' 29 Comparison of this moment to the end of Measure for Measure, while supportable in several respects, reduces it to a 'problem'.
Walter's response) in that direction. Second, though, it is markedly not the narrator himself who affirms anything about the Princess's acquiescence or resistance; instead it is a young man who (as the heir to an English country estate, a 'Tory member's elder son' (Conclusion, 50)) has a direct investment in maintaining conventional social structures (his political views are openly challenged by the narrator a little later (Conclusion, : the men in this poem do not have unified perspectives). Third, Walter's remark in fact invites us to think about consent, precisely because it cannot be read as simple encouragement to the reader to make the same assumption he makes; not least because, if the reader is attentive, what she will notice about Walter's remark is its pronounced dissonance with the actual ending of the narrative. Fourth, then, the very wording of Walter's response might even encourage us to dissent from his assumption; I might find myself thinking: 'Yes, I wish she had not yielded too. And there are important ways in which this text makes that reading -the Princess's resistance -available to me. I'm not certain she did yield.'
All this makes me wonder: why have critics so readily aligned themselves with the will of the Prince and the assumptions of Walter (when the former is, at times, so eminently absurd a character, the latter so clearly distanced from the narrator's voice, which voice, in turn, is markedly not Tennyson's)? 30 This poem is heavily framed: the poet distanced from the characters of the frame narrative, those characters separate from the ones in the fairy tale. Walter alone, in the Conclusion, assumes the Princess's acquiescence, replicating and perpetuating assumptions; and criticism of our own day (following him and often merely following earlier criticism) does the same. That is the direction of the educational and communicative logic of the poem: that we relate literary representation to lived experience; that men perpetuate myths that suit them. And I will appear to some critics to be providing a counter-intuitive reading above, to be like one of the women listening to the tale, who 'ever seemed to wrestle with burlesque' (Conclusion, 16). Quite so. When a poem is such a refined thing, critics have a duty (to it and to others) to note but not to perpetuate the myths and assumptions of its worst aspects. The tenets of both practical criticism and historicism have taught us to read 'with' poems. But they have also provided us with tools to recognise the very potential therein for accepting or colluding in coercion -in other words, the tools we use to notice the creative workings of poems, are also tools without the proper application of which practical criticism and historicism themselves become mere perpetuators of past superfices. Adrienne Rich's remark in her essay 'Toward a Woman-Centred University' is pertinent, with respect to both the subject of The Princess and the history of critical responses to it: of the young academic she writes that, sensing what is required in order to be taken seriously in a system of education still structured by and most benefiting men, 'She chooses for investigation subjects as remote as possible from her self-interest as a woman, or if women are the objects of her investigation, she manages to write about them as if they belonged to a distant tribe.'
31 The imaginative potential of Tennyson's poem about a woman-centred university may have suffered critically from the continued absence in life of woman-centred universities. If we are not encouraged to read as the Princess (which we are not), let us at least read the Princess.
Some final bees, then, and their relation to ideas about literature and good conscience. The lyric 'Come down, O maid' begins with an appeal to the maid to 'cease to move so near the Heavens' (VII. 180) and instead to descend and find Love in the valley -a valley where the maid will not live in sterile isolation, but as part of a productive pastoral idyll; or so, at least, suggests the male speaker. The shepherd-speaker calls the maid to '… come; for all the vales Await thee; azure pillars of the hearth Arise to thee; the children call, and I Thy shepherd pipe, and sweet is every sound, Sweeter thy voice, but every sound is sweet; Myriads of rivulets hurrying through the lawn, The moan of doves in immemorial elms, And murmuring of innumerable bees.' Too strong an insistence on sweetness, perhaps. Reading this poem aloud, Ida ventriloquises a literary representation of one kind of heterosexual man's desire; her 'sweet' voice is someone else's. And the reference to the bees is not a positive one. Ricks points out a connection with the earlier poem 'Sense and Conscience', a connection that might draw out a troubling aspect of the valley into which the maid is being called. In that poem, a personified Conscience is drugged by Sense and sleeps a disturbing sleep, in a similar vale, amid … deep shades, A gloom monotonously musical With hum of murmurous bees, which brooded deep In ever-trembling flowers, and constant moan Of waterfalls i' the distance, and low winds Wandering close to Earth, and voice of doves, Which ever bowing cooed and cooing bowed Unto each other as they could not cease.
(44-51) If (as some critics do) we associate the Princess with the maid of the lyric, then we see her as a woman who is intended to be manipulated into acquiescence in the male speaker's wishes. 33 In turn, though, if the valley into which the maid is being called bears a resemblance to the valley in 'Sense and Conscience', then it too may be the setting for a drugged conscience (by association, the maid's) to enter a troubling sleep. Placed in this light, as a description of seduction, 'Come down, O maid' is responsibly unsettled by its textual cognizance of 'Sense and Conscience'. That is, if we are meant to understand that the Princess is about to be seduced by the Prince's speeches ( just as the maid is intended to be seduced into the valley by the speaker of the lyric), then we may also understand that, in order to be so seduced, she will have to have her conscience drugged. As Leighton notes (writing of 'The Lover's Tale'): 'So the ear, as so often in Tennyson, tells its own story, one which may be at cross purposes with the plot, but which runs its own melodious course, not only within the poem, but from poem to poem, as if telling of sadness and strangeness beyond any mere local interest.' 34 This is essential to the discomfort of The Princess, a characteristic hint of disingenuity or cross-purpose that tremors through Tennyson's aural and 33 See n. 27 above; also the comments of Turner (The Poems of Tennyson, ed. Ricks, ii. 285 n. Tennyson, who often dismissed the allusive connections made by readers of his work, noted a link, in line 206 ('The moan of doves in immemorial elms'), with Virgil's Eclogues, 1. 58. In Eclogue 1, the shepherds, Meliboeus and Tityrus, discuss the confiscation of land: Tityrus has had his farm restored to him, Meliboeus has lost his, and it is he who speaks the lines Tennyson alludes to (in other words, it is the dispossessed figure who can be heard in the voice of Tennyson's shepherd-speaker):
on your neighbour's border, the hedge whose willow blossoms are sipped by Hybla's bees shall often with its gentle hum soothe you to slumber; on that, under the towering rock, the woodman's song shall fill the air; while still the cooing wood-pigeons, your pets, and the turtle-dove shall cease not their moaning from the skyey elm. (ll. 53-8) Linking The Princess to Virgil's Eclogues was a way for Tennyson to identify the poem with a particular phase of his poetic career and to allude to his own ambition as a poet (what became known as the rota virgiliana, the Virgilian career path): Virgil's Eclogues include expression of the poet's ambition and prediction of his own future success; and he presents himself as a poet who will move beyond the humble realm of bucolic verse to the greater one of epic. The shared singing of the bucolic figures in Eclogues is like the form taken by the young men's shared story-telling in Tennyson's frame narrative: Tennyson, too, for now, writes of lowly figures showing off to one another their skill in song. It is a critical commonplace that The Princess was not the poem contemporary readers had hoped for from Tennyson in 1847. As Ricks notes, FitzGerald called it 'a wretched waste of power at a time when a man ought to be doing his best', and Carlyle 'very gorgeous, fervid, luxuriant, but indolent, somnolent, almost imbecile'. Princess was Tennyson's Eclogues -a tale that transferred the pastoral to the country house, modernised the shepherds' shared singing as the more prosaic 'tale from mouth to mouth'; that (thinking of the so-called 'Messianic eclogue') used the figure of the child as a sign of the future; and that served to hint at the poet's own intention to move, in due course, from the lower realms of the bucolic to the higher form of the epic: from The Princess to Idylls of the King.
Tennyson, in fact, called attention to Eclogues where he might have pointed out an equally strong connection to The Aeneid. Of line 207 of 'Come down, O maid' ('And murmuring of innumerable bees'), Ricks remarks that a 'creative oddity may have transformed T[ennyson]'s journalnote in Switzerland, 10 Aug., 1846 (where he then wrote this poem): "infernal chatter of innumerous apes" (Letters i 260), apes being Latin for bees '. 36 Another transformation may already have occurred from the following passage, where innumerae gentes (innumerable peoples) are likened to murmuring bees. In Aeneid VI, guided by the Sibyl, Aeneas is led through the Underworld and speaks to his father, Anchises. They stand in a valley by the river Lethe, and Virgil describes the river, and the disembodied human souls along its banks, like this:
Aeneas sees a sequestered grove and rustling forest thickets, and the river of Lethe drifting past those peaceful homes. About it hovered peoples and tribes unnumbered; even as when, in the meadows, in cloudless summertime, bees light on many-hued blossoms and stream round lustrous lilies and all the fields murmur with the humming. (VI. 703-9) 37 According to James Whaler, Virgil was the first writer to liken spirits to bees in this way.
38 And Milton advanced on Virgil's simile when he compared the commonwealth of Hell to bees in Book I of Paradise Lost (761-75). Milton calls the fallen angels 'Innumerable' (I. 338) and later says they are 'Thick swarmed … As bees' (I. 767-8) who gather to 'expatiate and confer | Their state affairs' (I. 774-5). Alasdair Fowler links Milton's bee simile to 36 The Poems of Tennyson, ed. Ricks, ii. 288 n. 37 When Aeneas first enters the Underworld a few hundred lines earlier, we hear that 'an elm, shadowy and vast, spread her boughs and aged arms' (VI. 282-3). The episode is echoed in In Memoriam, section XCV, in which (more than once) we hear that 'the trees | Laid their dark arms about the field' (ll. 15-16, 51-2) and a breeze moves through 'the full-foliaged elms ' (l. 58 the mock-epic depiction of bees in Georgics IV. And since Tennyson, too, writes a mock-epic in The Princess, we might suppose that this is the allusive purpose of the bees in the young men's tale: setting up the women's university as a hive is an in-joke for those who know of such texts as the fifth-century Batrachomachia (Battle of the Frogs and Mice) and of later works of mock-epic that borrow from it; it is a way to mock the women and make them look small, even (following Milton's similarly deliberate representation of the fallen angels) devilish.
39
But in Tennyson's poem in its nineteenth-century aspect (as seen at Vivian-place), bees are more closely associated with men than with women (with the narrator and his friends, as I shall explain, and with the mixed crowd of visitors to the estate). The link between the poem's bees and the nineteenth-century crowd is set up in the Prologue; the narrator, looking at the crowd, says: 'strange was the sight to me; | For all the sloping pasture murmured, sown | With happy faces … | There moved the multitude' (54-7). If the reader hears an echo of Aeneid VI at the end of 'Come down, O maid' (as Tennyson's young men surely would in that text), then she might remember that the crowd at Sir Walter's estate murmured a little like bees in a pasture too. The scene in The Aeneid, like 'Come down, O maid', is one of transition between worlds (the bee-like souls in the Underworld will be washed by Lethe and reincarnated, sent back to the world above). And when Tennyson's young men's narrative has ended and we too move between literary worlds, from the fairy tale to the nineteenth century, we hear this of Lilia -in whose name and circumstance we might now hear Virgil's lines, et candida circum | lilia funduntur, strepit omnis murmure campus ('and stream round lustrous lilies and all the fields murmur with the humming') -she too, Lilia in a murmuring field:
… she fixt A showery glance upon her aunt, and said, 'You -tell us what we are' who might have told, For she was crammed with theories out of books, But that there rose a shout: the gates were closed At sunset, and the crowd were swarming now, To take their leave, about the garden rails. (Conclusion, 40 39 On the history of small creatures in mock-epic, see Ritchie Robertson, Mock-Epic Poetry from Pope to Heine (Oxford 2009) pp. 50, 233. 40 Cf. the significant variant in The Poems of Tennyson, ed. Ricks, ii. 293 n. In a further passage in the UL MSS, the first part not included in Ricks's edition, we hear that 'Lilia wept' over the 'serious end' of the story. Cf. other swarms in the poem at VI. In the fairy tale, bees are strongly linked to women, flowers to men (Florian and the Prince). But back in the realm of contemporary history on Sir Walter's estate, bees are like the populace, and are also linked (by Virgil's lilia) to the young university men who sit around another kind of Lilia: they are voices that drown out others; voices bearing and perpetuating the burdens of tradition; voices quietly linked to spirits of the dead. 41 And, if the connection to Milton's innumerable bee-figures holds, they are also (educated readers will notice) a little like lost souls.
Otherwise silent (as the narrator notes (29-30)), Lilia turns to her 'maiden Aunt' (Prologue, 107). Does she mean 'tell us what we, as women, are', or 'tell us all, men and women alike, what we are'? There are, after all, both male and female readers and listeners present. The maiden aunt is interrupted by a sound and the sight of a 'swarming' crowd. Like Ida, she seems to have been silenced. But since it is Lilia, in fact, who is Ida's opposite number in the frame narrative (Prologue, , it is important that it is to this aunt -a woman, beyond the narrative boundary of the fairy tale, who has remained unmarried -that the younger woman turns finally to seek wisdom. Ida herself declares 'I should have had to do with none but maids | That have no links with men' (VI. 273-4). Is this a lesson Lilia has learned from the story? From the realms of men's myths and fairy tales, to whose history and reality do we return? Donald Hall is right to observe what would now be called the 'antifeminist' drive of The Princess, against those critics who attempt to accommodate Tennyson to supposedly liberal modern views of gender. 42 He too, though, assumes the inevitability of a marriage for Ida, seeing her silence as part of the poem's suppression of women. But while there is no denying that, in the present of the narrative's ending, the Princess's university-hive has been destroyed, there is equally no certainty that the Prince's 'dream' Ida is the woman sitting by his bedside, no certainty that the woman he addresses is one who will accept his hand in marriage. And perhaps it is just as well that Tennyson falls silent, since to be eloquent on this point might mean also being false to it and, for a male writer, irresponsible. We can at best say that this poem enables us to hear its silences as a feature of its responsibility -or that, behind some of its apparent silences is a disconcerting hum of bees that seems to alert us to the challenges of creative responsibility, 41 Perhaps the Prince cannot tell fantasy from reality and sometimes seems 'to move among a world of ghosts, | And feel [himself ] the shadow of a dream' (I. 17-18) because he is not just an imaginary being in a fairy tale, but like one of the innumerable spirits of The Aeneid.
42 Donald E. Hall, 'The Anti-Feminist Ideology of Tennyson's The Princess', Modern Language Studies, 21/4 (1991) pp. 49-62. the meeting between a complex, multi-vocal tradition and the voice of an individual talent.
By the nineteenth century, the bee had literary and cultural associations with, among other things, classical learning, eloquence, poetry, ideal creativity, chastity, industry, and (increasingly) all-female communities and female leadership. Allusions to this small creature in The Princess quietly connect Tennyson to his literary forebears and suggest his ambition for affiliation with them. They conjure stories of women and men, queens and prophetesses, spirits and lost souls -a complex multi-vocality, past and present. And they also offer us important knowledge of the Princess's literary forebears -knowledge that may not decide the matter of her imagined acceptance or resistance beyond the end of the story, but that points in multiple directions: to the nurturing of an infant patriarch (Zeus); the despair of a woman, once independent, and deceived into love (Dido); and to the accurate prophecy of the downfall of a Northern prince at the hands of a woman (Deborah prophesying the actions of Jael). 43 Taken together, these elements of The Princess may be a warning not to assume that Ida will accept the Prince. They are certainly an invitation to listen carefully and consider who is speaking, who interpreting, and how. The other small detail, whose force, if one listens, can be heard powerfully even through the poem's male voices and the years of critical response that overlay it, is the fact of the Princess's final speeches and especially her last words -words that accord with her character earlier in the poem, with the lessons of the poem's many bee-figures, and that leave an undoubted sting in the tale: 'Never, Prince; | You cannot love me'.
